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World Leader in Supplying Dogs, 
Equipment and Training
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COMPANY PROFILE

GLOBAL FOOTPRINT
Founded in 1990, TAR IDEAL CONCEPTS established itself as 
a leading solutions provider, representing international HLS & 
Defense companies to the Israeli MOD, Law Enforcement Units 
and Prison Facilities.

In 1995, TAR expanded activities to the international market, 
adopting the civilian ONE STOP SHOP concept. As an integrator 
of products and technologies, Tar's experts take care of planning 
and execution, including post-delivery, ongoing training and 
management support to ensure projects' success.

NATIONAL-SCALE SOLUTIONS
In 2013, the Avnon Group was established, leveraging on the 
different technologies within the group, TAR provides more 
technology-based projects and solutions to a broader client 
base. Understanding that governments are looking for holistic 
solutions, TAR has made a transition from an integrator of 3rd 
party products to delivering national-scale integrated technology 
solutions to meet their threats and operational requirements.

As a client orientated company, we address the specific threats, 
time frames and budgetary constraints of our clients'. Our flexibility 
enables us to build customised solutions for each project.

WORKING TO SECURE YOUR FUTURE
TAR's ONE STOP SHOP concept encompasses all the many 
elements of a project; from operational knowledge and 
technologies, to advanced equipment and training. This enables 
Special Forces, First Responders and decision makers to establish 
operational protocols, training techniques, and combat capabilities, 
using the latest technologies to address threats ranging from 
terrorism, international crime, natural and man-made disaster 
and intrusions to our critical information infrastructures.
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ATTACK

 Work in various environments such as buildings,  
   boats, buses, planes, etc.
 Attack any human present within the search 

  radius, or attack only the dominant persons (such 
  as hostage taker, terrorist attack, etc.) in a group 
  of people.
 Mark a target and protect their handler from any  

  potential threat.
 Ideal for Police and Military SOF, Border Control 

  and sensitive Government offices, etc.

ATTACK DOGS TRAINED TO:
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TRACKING

A tracking dog follows the scent trail or disturbed 
vegetation scent, left by a person or animal.
The Tracking dogs are trained to: 

 Assist handlers in tracking missing persons, suspects  
  or lost items.
 Track for several miles through various terrains, 

  following  tracks made several hours before.                                                                         
 Trained to locate any clues on the way. 
 Ideal for Police Patrol Forces, Security Teams and 

  Police Detectives.

TRACKING DOGS:

YOUR  ONE STOP SHOP  
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EXPLOSIVES DETECTION DOGS 

 Display a passive response to indicate explosives by
  sitting / lying or in an active way of barking.
 Detect  explosive compounds, including ammunition  
  and firearms (inc. people carrying explosives) on  
  buses, trains, planes, etc.
 Be non - aggressive to strangers and behave passively  
  in populated areas such as train stations, airports.

EXPLOSIVES DETECTION DOGS 
TRAINED TO:
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DRUG DETECTION

 Actively seek out drugs in all environments. 
 Indicate the presence of drugs such as Cocaine, Heroin, Marijuana, Hashish, etc.  
  regardless of quantity.
 Search areas inaccessible to the handlers or people.
 Random searches by detection dogs are less intrusive.
 Search on trains, buses, aircrafts, cars, trucks or in schools.
 Ideal for Police SOF, Security teams, Customs, Government offices and Ports.

DRUG DETECTION DOGS ARE TRAINED TO:
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SEARCH & RESCUE

 Find missing persons alive whether in forests, under  
   ruble or ruins etc., by following scent carried in the air.                                                                                                                
 Trained to ignore all interferences in their working area,  

   such as scattered food, working rescuers or rescue equipment.
 Dogs work equally well in the dark, using their sense of  

   smell and hearing abilities to the maximum. 
 It is calculated that 1 dog is equivalent to approx. 20 searchers. 

SEARCH AND RESCUE DOGS ARE TRAINED TO:
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K9 VEST

Easily adjustable for a secure and perfect fit. 
“One size fits all”.
Standard Features:
 Available in different NIJ Levels (using the latest 
  in ballistic material)
 Full chest, back, and underbelly protection
 Specially designed yoke, maximizes freedom of 
  movement
 Adjustable velcro and elastic straps for easily 
  donned
 Designed to maximize heat dissipation and 
  ventilation without compromising protection

K9 BALLISTIC VEST 
TA07000

 Constant temperature when charged
 Long cooling duration
 Washable, removable cool - packs.

K9 COOLING VEST
TA07001

The ultimate in canine flotation and water safety. 
The vest is designed for dogs of all shapes and 
sizes. Features a strong handle,  positioned to lift 
the dog out of water. Reflective trim for enhanced 
visibility out of water.

K9 FLOATATION VEST
TA07002

Lightweight 3 piece vest, easily adjustable for a 
secure and perfect fit. No measurements required. 
One size fits all. Easily adjustable at grith and 
shoulders allowing the K-9 handler easy access 
for donning.

K9 TACTICAL VEST
TA07003

Metal muzzle for everyday use.

METAL MUZZLE
TA07004

Designed to prevent the dog from wound licking, 
eating of rocks, garbage, poison, etc. Made of 
leather, with a German style basket. Padded  
on the nose  with thick felt to prevent chafing, 
providing maximum comfort. Designed to provide 
the dog with maximum ventilation. Durable, with 
leather covered steel bar for agitation work.

LEATHER DOG MUZZLE
TA07005

The muzzle is designed to prevent the dog from 
wound licking, eating rocks, garbage, poison, 
etc. Made of leather, with a German style basket. 
Padded  on the nose  with thick felt, to prevent 
chafing, providing maximum comfort. Design 
provides the dog with maximum ventilation. 
Durable with leather cover steel bar for agitation 
work.

LEATHER DOG MUZZLE
PADDED WITH AGITATION BAR

TA07008

Made of heavy duty leather. Padded on nose 
with thick felt for maximum comfort and prevent 
chafing. Provides the dog with good ventilation.

PADDED LEATHER DOG 
MUZZLE  

TA07009

Sewn leather muzzle for 
attack dogs, very strong and 
easy to fit.

ATTACK DOGS MUZZLE
TA07006

Dog muzzle, leather lining and adjustable leather 
head and neck straps. This well-fitted comfortable 
muzzle has a strong metallic construction designed 
to maintain the shape of the muzzle and assure 
durability.

BASKET WIRE DOG MUZZLE
TA07007

MUZZLES
Scan The Code
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LEASHES & COLLARS ELECTRONIC ACCESSORIES

Leather dog leash for tracking, 
stitched with snap hook.

LEATHER DOG LEASH
TA07010

Training collar with swivel, addable 
links, rounded points.

TRAINING COLLAR
TA07011

The 10m nylon training/tracking leash can be split 
to 4m & 6m leash.

SPLITTABLE TRAINING LEASH
TA07014

 Reduces contact with water 
 Protects against excessive light reflection 
 Collar generates less noise

PINCH COLLAR NYLON 
PROTECTOR

TA07015

TL5 is a personal IR marker used to signal the 
dog or handler by infra-red or by using visual 
illumination and  prevent friendly fire situations.
Easy to activate and operate.

TL5 PRO-PERSONAL 
IR MARKER

TA03166 18 levels of momentary and 18 levels of continuous 
stimulation. Waterproof battery indicator light.
Fully charged in two hours. With cradle charging 
system. 

The k9 zapper is an innovative solution that 
prevents dog bites, reduces injuries and liability 
claims while maintaining a deterrence effect.

ELECTRONIC SPORT COLLAR

K9 ZAPPER 

TA07016

 The miniature video camera and microphone 
provides realtime video and audio.
 Easy to install. Lightweight, doesn’t interfere with 
the dog’s activities. 

K9 VIDEO SYSTEM
TA07017

Handcrafted, 2 ply leather agitation dog collar 
with handle.
Fits dogs with a neck size of: 23 inch - 28 inch 
(59cm - 72cm).

DOG COLLAR WITH HANDLE
TA07012

Standard chrome plated strangulation collar.

STANDARD STRANGULATION 
COLLAR

TA07013

Scan The Code
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A fully equipped kit to meet initial First Aid 
requirements in the field.  

K9 FIRST AID KIT
TA07019

ACCESSORIES

Strong rubber play ball.

RUBBER BALL
TA07018

Dog bite tag made of leather with handle.

LARGE PUP ROLE
TA07021

Round stiff training pup role made of rubber and 
covered with fire hose material, resistant to bites 
& water.

ROUND TRAINING PUP ROLE
TA07020

TRAINING WHISTLE
TA07022

Protects the dog from hot, cold or rough terrain. 
Water resistant. Made of Cordura & leather.

PROTECTIVE BOOTS
TA07024

Coat/Vest with numerous front and back pockets 
for tracking lines, tracking articles, tugs, balls, 
gloves, and other accessories required for 
training. Easily removable sleeves.

DOG TRAINING VEST
TA07025

Training pup role made of fire hose material, very 
strong, resistant to bites and water.

TRAINING PUP KIT
TA07026

AGITATION STICK
TA07028

SHADING BLADE
TA07029

For long and short hair, adjustable, long lasting, 
very easy and comfortable to use. Handles made 
of leather or rubber.

Leather covered agitation stick for dog training.

Training apron with several pouches.

TRAINING APRON
TA07023

Single row long hair grooming comb. 

COMB
TA07027

Scan The Code
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SIMULANTSHARNESSES

New improved design, ideal for controlling the dog 
when walking. Made from nylon. 
Available in different sizes.

IMPROVED HANDLER HARNESS
TA07030

Made of nylon & Cordura. Working harness, 
comfortable and adjustable for medium and large 
dogs.

WORKING / TRACKING
HARNESS

TA07031

LEATHER TRACKING HARNESS

Designed for simplicity and effective operation 
over a long period. Constructed from the  finest 
quality soft, yet incredibly strong leather, affords 
maximum comfort for the dog during long treks 
and rescue missions.

TA06046

EXPLOSIVE SIMULANTS

Supplies various types of 
explosive simulants for 
K9 training.

TA07033
SIMULANTS REFERENCE

Used for training to make a distinction between 
the explosives and the binders in the simulant, 
soild, can be cut. 

TA07034

The Detector K9 Marker Pen contains specific 
micro traces of: Live explosives, oxidizer, 
tangents, drug breakdown products or nerve-
agent simulants.
Each pen is labelled according to its contents and 
may be re-used hundreds of times.

DETECTOR K9 MARKER PEN
TA07035

Simulants for a variety of explosives, imitates 
explosive vapors and is ideal for training 
simulations.

TA01015

TNT TRAINING SHEET
TA07036

A highly functional insertion harness. Heavy duty 
2” nylon construction. Quick release, high strength 
buckles allow to put on/off within seconds.

LIFTING HARNESS
TA07032

Made of nylon & Cordura, strong, comfortable and 
adjustable. The harness is designed for medium to 
large dogs.

TACTICAL INSERTION HARNESS
TA06045

Scan The Code

EXPLOSIVE TRAINING KIT
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HANDLER PROTECTION GEAR

Protective suit for training of attack dogs.

TRAINING SUIT
TA07037

 Provides ultimate mobility and comfort with 
  maximum protection against scratches during 
  work.
 Padded on front and legs.
 Lightweight, nylon waterproof scratch pants, 
  machine washable and highly durable.

PROTECTION SCRATCH PANTS
TA07038

Adjustable strap allows you to adjust the apron 
accordingly. An ideal replacement for  scratch 
pants during hot weather. Easy to put on & take 
off. Ultra light.

TRAINING APRON
TA07039

Arm protection sleeve with special interior 
padding protects handler from being harmed 
during training the attack dog.

DOG BITE SLEEVE COVER
TA07040

An attractive and highly functional coat & vest, 
affording maximum comfort during activity.

DOG TRAINING VEST 
WITH 2 SLEEVES

TA07041 For use with hidden sleeves or suits, this gauntlet 
absorbs pressure and compacts the skin to reduce 
pinching.

NEOPRENE GAUNTLET
TA07042

Groin protector made of leather. Padded for the 
additional comfort of the helper. “A Must” item for 
protection.

GROIN PROTECTOR
TA07043

Flexible design features a hinge at the elbow, 
separate upper and lower lacings. The sleeves 
are padded and lined with leather for added 
protection.

HIDDEN SLEEVES
TA07044

Protection leg sleeve with bite bar made of extra 
strong linen. Includes handle.

DOG PROTECTION LEG 
SLEEVE WITH BITE BAR

TA07045
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KENNEL & 
TRANSPORTATION

HANDLER PROTECTION GEAR

Leather gauntlet, laces up the inside of 
the forearm, long-lasting and durable. 
Provides maximum protection.

LEATHER GAUNTLET
TA07046

We will build your K9 kennel according to 
your units requirements, type of dog and 
the mission.

KENNEL SYSTEMS
TA07050

TA07051

Standard protective sleeve for attack 
dogs training. 
Long-lasting and durable.

PROTECTING SLEEVE
TA07047

Bite sleeve made of jute. Extra strong. 
Use this cuff separately as a bite toy to 
train prey drive.

DOG BITE DEVELOPER COVER
TA07048

The 4 dog trailer comprises of:
 Insulated FRP body similar to construction  
  used in refrigerated trucks.
 Aluminum inner safety doors
 Swivel tongue jack
 Aluminum wheels
 Unique cooling system
 Torsion axles
 ABS top with lighted storage area, 
  accessible from both sides
 Power ventilation system
 Washable cushioned floor mats
 Drain holes for easy cleaning
 Can be modified/ trailer made to meet 
  the client requirments. 

K9 TRAILER

DOG CRATE

TA07049

Scan The Code
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EOD & IED

World Leader in Supplying EOD & IED 
Equipment And Training

C.B.R.N

World Leader in Supplying C.B.R.N 
Equipment And Training

ACADEMY

World Leader in Supplying 
Military And Police Training

HOMELAND SECURITY

World leader in supplying Homeland 
Security Solutions, Equipment & Training

S.W.A.T

World Leader in Supplying S.W.A.T 
Equipment And Training

VEHICLES

World Leader in Supplying
Tailor Made Vehicles

K9

World Leader in Supplying Dogs, 
Equipment and Training

RAPPELLING

World Leader in Tactical Rappelling 
Equipment And Training

GROUND FORCES

World Leader in Supplying Ground forces 
Equipment and Training

INTELLIGENCE

World Leader in Supplying INTELLIGENCE
Equipment and Training

World Leader in Supplying Law Enforcement 
Equipment And Training

LAW ENFORCEMENT

ONE STOP SHOPK
TA07000-TA007999

Tel: +972-3-6914564
Fax: +972-3-6914567
Email: tar@tarideal.com
w w w.tar idea l .com

SCAN HERE TO 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE


